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QIGONGO – THE FORM 
 
Set 5  Healing Sounds 
Lungs (and large intestine) sound – SSSSSSSSSSSAH  
Kidney sound – FUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII  
Liver sound – SHHHHHHHHHHHHAH  
Heart sound – HAAAAAAAAWWWWWW  
Spleen-and-pancreas (and stomach) sound – 
HUUUUUUUUUUUUU  
Energy Sphere sound - SHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
 
This is the healing sounds section. The healing sounds are 
due a whole training of their own but can easily be adopted 
initially doing QIGONGO, and even without the backstory 
and depth of field provided by full healing sound training will 
grant you immeasurable boons in terms of health of body 
and mind, and hence joyfulness and enthusiasm moment by 
moment. 
 
The moves again come from Hsing Yi boxing practice, one 
move for each element, each element corresponding to an 
organ, and you can feel the strengthening effect occurring 
around the respective organs as you make the moves (and 
sounds). 
 
The sounds are a version of the vibratory frequency required 
to stir the chi in each organ, but more immediately are a 
carrier of intention, conducting your mind to the respective 
organ, for wherever the mind goes, the chi follows and 
where the chi goes the blood follows, bringing fresh nutrients 
and strength wherever it does flow. 
 
Think of the sounds also as a form of sonic massage for 
each organ. 
 
The lungs respond to the sound SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS-
AAAH! Picture a squad of micro-entities jet-spraying your 
lungs clean from the inside. 
 
The kidneys respond to the sound FUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
(soprano on the FU, diving down to deepest possible bass 
on the IIIIIIIIIIetc), visualizing a wad of solid heat drop down 
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into your kidneys (kidneys love warmth). 
 
The liver responds to the sound SHHHHHHHHHH-AAH! 
Picture the air blowing the area surrounding the liver up like 
a big balloon to afford the liver more lebensraum (space), 
while simultaneously expelling the residue of all toxin. 
 
The heart responds to the sound HAAAAAAAAAAA (as in 
car/cardiovascular). Picture a squad of micro-massagers 
working this muscles from the inside and feel it soften and 
relax. 
 
The spleen responds to the sound HUUUUUUUUUU (as in 
who). Picture the sound wrapping itself around the spleen 
like tight lagging or swaddling. While the liver enjoys life 
better with more headroom), the spleen enjoys it far better 
when compressed. 
 
Your energy field, the expandable ovoid spherical (egg-
shaped) force-field surrounding your beautiful person, and 
which protects you from all psychic dross, while making your 
aura sparkle and shine for better societal transactional 
lubrication effect, responds to the sound SHIIIIIIIIIIIIII (as in 
shit without the T). Picture your egg glowing brighter and 
brighter and shining father and father afield. 
 
The stance is the narrow stance as for the previous set. 
Brace your lower back on each extension of the arms by 
tughtening your buttocks, pelvic floor and hamstrings. 
 
The effect on the organs can be evaluated 24 hours later as 
it takes 24 hours for the chi to pass through them all and 
trigger a change of conditions. 
 


